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BEHAVIOR THEORY AND ADULT EDUCATION
Patricia A. McLagan

This paper proposes that when behavior change is the
major target of an adult education program, the program
designer must consider three factors: 1) four basic
targets for behavior change efforts, 2) individual
differences of the learner, 3) qualities of the target
behavior. It describes self-behavior modification
through self-goal setting, self-monitoring, self-
reinforcement, and self-controlled environment change.

Advantages and disadvantages o.P self-behavior modifi-

cation are also proposed. Behavior theory is then
related to adult education design and an interactive
model to use in behavior change programs for adults is

introduced. The paper also presents results of a
study of the effects on new behavior development of
educator- vs. learner-determined reinforcement in a

reading and information handling program for technical
professionals in industry.

If we are concerned about maximizing meaningful learning

outcomes (as our long-standing behavioral objectives tradition

indicates we are), and if one kind of outcome of adult

learning efforts is behavior change (in the form of new habit

or skills development), and since, as I would like to show,

behavior theorists have discovered rules that underly human

behavior change in a humanistic framework, then, it's time

to advance our perception of behavior theory and its relevance

to adult learning (self-designed and educator facilitated)

beyond the token economy, artificial reinforcement, and other

manipulative designs that often characterize behavior modifica-

tion attempts in education.
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In fact, for the rest of this paper, let's set aside that part

of behavior modification application that is associated with

manipulation, token economies, and constant and immediate

external (money, food, prizes, social approval) reinforce-

ments. After all, common sense tells us that adult behavior

often occurs without immediate external, material or social

reward -- that performance is often motivated by ego or self-

actualization needs, for example. Let's look instead, at what

behavior theorists have discovered about how individuals and

their environments mutually influence each other, at what in-

dividuals can do to manage their own self-development. These

are critical issues that concern adult educators who want to

set up educational programs that will encourage maximum learning

and learning transfer and that will help learners

develop skills for self-designed learning. Behavior theory can

help us on both fronts.

This paper will discuss strategies for helping adults develop

new behaviors, skills, competencies. It's purpose is not so

much to add new information to an already information-rich field

(behavior modification) as it is to examine the implications

of behavior theory for the field of adult education. Later in

the paper, I will describe a specific behavior change program

I implemented in a reading and information handling skills

course for technical professionals in industry, but my intent

throughout is to suggest learning strategies and program design

considerations that can be applied -- with varying degrees of
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learner control -- whenever behavior change and development

is the main target of an adult learning effort. These strate-

gies -- as the literature suggests -- and as I'll hypothesize

-- should consider:

-4 basic targets for behavior change efforts

- individual differences among learners
- qualities of the new behavior itself

Let's look at each in detail and see what the literature has

to say about them before considering what the advantages and

limitations of self-behavior modification in adult learning

seem to be, and how programs for maximum effective self-control

may be structured based on the findings of behavior theory.

FOUR TARGETS FOR BEHAVIOR CHANGE ATTACK

Whether the behavior change target is developing a new behavior

or strengthening and refining an old one, behavior theorists

commonly examine and try to effect 4 areas: the behavior goals

and plans, basic knowledge and skills needed for successful

performance, the physical environment, and the behavior's

reinforcers.

Goals and Plans. Marstcn and Feldman (1972) suggest a key

theme found in recent behavior change literature: although

learning can occur without awareness, goals and change plans

can minimize trial and error learning and should be carefully

formulated for successful and efficient behavior change. Goals

and cognitive plans play two important roles in successful

behavior development efforts. First of all, they are powerful

mediators that force a comparison bk:aween actual and desired

behavior and that serve as portable cues that generalize across
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situations (Miller, Galanter, and Pribram 1960; and Marston and

Feldman 1972). Secondly, when commitment is strong (e.g., dur-

ing the early goal setting stages), plans can motivate both

the new behavior and major environment changes that in turn will

cue desired behaviors when motivation is weak (e.g. setting

up a minimally distracting study area when the goal is to

increase concentration efficiency). McClelland (1965) suggests

that goals will motivate behavior change to the extent that,

among other things, they 1) are seen as consistent with the

demands of reality, 2) are action-centered, 3) are stated in

terms of every day activities, 4) are associated with an im-

proved self-image, 5) are co:tete, 6) are linked with progress

records, 7) are signs of belonging to a more prestigious

reference group.

Marlatt and Kaplan (1972) add that goals must also be specific

enough to help distinguish between success, progress, and

failure in the behavior change effort. The main point is,

clear goals and plans appear to reduce behavior development

time because they both mediate and motivate change.

Response Availability: Determining the Basic Knowledge and

Skills Needed for Successful Skills Performance. Successful

behavior change and development efforts also require varying

base levels of knowledge and skills. That is, th% learner

must be able to perform with relative ease the behaviors

required by the new habit, skill, or competency. Unless base

knowledge and skill exist, or are cultivated through specific
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skills development practice, the behavior change and develop-

ment process may be doomed because it takes too much effort or

because the learner feels the goal is beyond reach (Kanfer

and Karoly, 1972).

Environment Examination and Change. Behaviorists, better than

anyone elbe, have articulated a point we all know, but often

don't do anything about: the people, places, things, and

events around the learner are strong determinants of behavior.

Socialization theories (e.g., Bandura's Social Learning

Theory, 1969) and compliance theories (see Kelman, 1966) stress

how the external environment provides both standards against

which to compare personal behavior and rewards for behavior

that conforms to social norms. More concrete theories of

"stimulus (environment) control" (e.g., Goldiamond, 1965; also

see Mahoney, 1972 for a review) suggest specific methods for

identifying cues eliciting undesired behaviors and for managing

the environment so that it's less likely to cue old behaviors

and more likely to signal new. These management efforts can

focus on people (others can be encouraged to verbally or other-

wise support and reinforce change), things (old behavior cues

can be removed or changed and new cues and reminders set up),

and events (the learner can put himself (herself) into a new

situation or plan to initiate new events). The point is, the

external (in addition to the cognitive) environment has a power-

ful impact on behavior. The interesting point many modern

behavior theorists are making these days, however, is that
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behavior can have a powerful and planned impact on the external

environment as well!

The Reinforcement System. Probably the most controversial

behavior change strategy used by behavior modifiers is the

use of non-task-intrinsic reinforcement. Certainly the ef-

fects of external rewards have been well researched -- espe-

cially in animal populations (shaping pigeon behavior) and

with maladaptive behavor in humans (giving delinquent children

prize-buying tokens for socially acceptable behavior) (see

Skinner, 1953). Many recent studies have expanded -- and

fortunately, complicated -- our knowledge of what reinforce-

ment is. Some categorization might facilitate understanding

its role.

There are two basic classes of rewards (and punishments --

which this paper will not discuss as a major topic). Those

that are external to the behavior (not a byproduct of it:

e.g., food, drink, money and tokens, social approval, grades)

and those that are intrinsic to the behavior (e.g., pleasure

and enjoyment of the task itself, feeling satisfied about a

job well done). External consequences can be further sub-

divided into those that exist in the real environment (e.g.,

social approval for communicating effectively), and those

that derive from an artificaZ environment (e.g., a grade for

successful speech performance).

Both external and intrinsic rewards can be really or
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imaginally administered. Cautela (1967), for example, suggests

that imagined rewards and anticipation of rewards play an

important role in behavior change and development and could be

more effective if learners knew their value and more frequently

self-administered imagined positiue (and negative) consequences.

Mahoney anti Thoresen (1974) suggest that combining rewards

(real and imagined) with punishment (especially withdrawing

positive consequences of undesirable behavor) can hasten the

change process, although they conclude that more research

is needed on the combined effects. But no matter what the

combination of initial rewards and punishments, it's generally

accepted that final established behavior pattern must be

intrinisically rewarding and/or derive its external rewards

from the real environment or it will not remain in the learner's

behavior repertory (Bandura, 1974).

It's almost axiomatic, then, that successful behavior change

and development depends on goal clarity, response avail-

ability (having the requisite knowledge and skills), setting

up a congruent environment, and linking the behavior to favor-

able reinforcements (see Bandura, 1969; Kanfer, 1972; Mahoney

and Thoresen, 1974; Goldfried and Merbaum, 1973; for more in-

depth information about these issues).

These are the key areas to impact, but it's necessary also to

know what determines a) how much time and effort should be

spent on each, and b) who ehouZd plan the learning experience

-- educators or the learners themselves.
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The answers to both questions, it seems, is "it depends."

It depends on both the individuals and the kind of behaviors

involved.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCE MODERPPORS

Scattered throughout the literature is a great deal of

evidence that individual differences affect the degree to

which a behavior change and development program should form-

alize goal clarity, base knowledge and skill development,

environment management, and reinforcement management. We

all know, for example, that some people can develop skills

based on seemingly very sketchy goals, while others require

several iterations of tutoring; that some learners can change

and develop behavior within a hostile environment (artists

and social activities for example) while others won't try

a new skill until external conditions are just right; and that

some learners need constant external reinforcement -- at

least early in a behavior change effort -- while for others,

commitment to a goal and goal attainment are almost synoAomous.

Some of the major individual difference factors that seem to

affect the form a behavior change program can take include:

1. General self-esteem level. One of the most commonly

occuri.ng correlates of structure vs. non-structure

( & external vs. no external. support and control) in

behavior change programing, is individual self-esteem

(Hovland, Janis, Keller, 1966; Marston and Feldman,
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1972; Bandura, 1969 and 1971). Bandura (1969), for

example, equates low self-esteem with high frequencies

of negative internal statements, and high self-

esteem with high frequencies of positive self-evalua-

tion. He suggests that low self-esteem personalities

therefore usually need more external reinforcement

to compensate for the internal reinforcement deficits.

In general, it seems that the lower the self-estimate,

the stronger and longer-term the external reinforce-

ment and support must be if successful behavior change

and development are to occur.

2. Meanin fulness of the behavioral goal. Standards

may be based on past experiences, on current modeling

(of peers, social models, educators, for example), on

instructions, guided participation, or explicit goal

statements. But task meaningfulness varies among

individuals and affects the degree of effort that will

be expended on skill development.

3. Self-Image Clarity. This may be another way of looking

at self-esteem, but an interesting study by Winter

Griffith, and Kolb (1968) suggests this should be a

separate inclusion. Winter, et al.'s investigation

of the "Capacity for Self-Direction" concluded that

goals naturally create more dissonance for individuals

who have a clear self-perception than for those whose
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identity is "diffused" (i.e., characterized by in-

decisiveness, vagueness,merging persent and future).

The clear self-image individuals in their study

benefited more from commitment to change and from

feedback about progress or lack of progress than did

the "diffused" group. The former needed less external

support and control, in other words, to reach their

goal -- and were able to be more self-directing.

4. Perceived Locus of Control. This variable has been

examined both as a "personality trait" determining

risk-taking and self-directed behavior change (Lefcourt,

1966), and as a task-specific issue (Bandura, 1969).

Lefcourt concludes that individuals who typically

(according to, in this case, the Rotter Internal-

External Locus of Control Scale) see the locus of

control in the external environment need more

support in the form cf more external rewards, clearer

and more guided goals, and more constant feedback.

Individuals who score high in self-control need

correspondingly less externally imposed structure

and reinforcements.

Other studies that have investigated specific instances

of learner vs. experimenter control of rewards have

generally concluded that external and internal reward

control lead to the same amount of behavior change.
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But several trends in these studies indicate that

this conclusion doesn't tell the whole story:

-individuals who self-determine rewards often

set high goals and rigid reward schedules

(Bandura 1969) -- unless model behavior and model

reward patterns instruct otherwise. Bandura's

conclusion is that individuals who feel they

control their behavior development process,

judge their behavior against self-esteem standards.

If self-esteem is never activated (i.e., if

learners never feel responsible for developing

the new behavior) then they can justify just getting

by. Self-esteem, in the latter case, is not

perceived to be at stake.

-maturity and feelings of internal control seem

to be positive related -- a point from behavior

modification literature that converges with

current views of adult educational psychology.

(Bandura and Perloff, 1967)

-there is evidence, too, that the more meaningful

the task, the more rigid the self-set standards

(Glynn, 1970). This has interesting significance

for adult education and makes sense (much of

the research to date that has examined self-set

vs. externally controlled rewards and standards

has not used meaningful tasks!)
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Other individual difference variables to consider for designing

adult learning programs and determining how self-directed

or learner-controlled they should be seem to include:

-the learner's perception of the effort involved in the

change program

-the learner's past success/failure record in behavior

change in general, and in the specific behavior change

target area

-the nature and specificity of pre-existing internal

rules and behavior standards

-the individual's history of self-rewarding behaviors

(some people have used positive thinking more than others,

for example)

-ideosyncracies in reinforcement preference (internal

and external)

-life stage interests

-aptitude in the subject area

-ideosyncracies in the kinds of environment cues that

have a high probability of eliciting the desired behaviors

-pervasiveness and reinforcing qualities of competing habits

-the clarity of the learner's understanding of the knowledge

and skills required for behavior mastery.

THE NATURE OF THE TARGET BEHAVIOR/SKILL/COMPETENCY

In addition to individual differences, the behavior/skill/com-

petency (used interchangeably in this paper) helps determine

how behavior change and development programs should be structured.

Some major skill variables recur in the literature and should

be considered in designing both self- and other-planned programs:
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- the difficulty of the behavior

- its complexity

-the stage of the learning effort (early in the change

effort there is more self-denial involved than during later

stages. Initially, old habits are usually more competitive

and new behaviors less intrinsically rewarding than later

in the change process.)

-the availability of learning aids (models, instructions,

guidance, persuasive communications)

- the level of environmental support of or hostility toward

the new behavior

-the extent to which the intrinsic or real world benefits

will be delayed (setting up a new accounting system,

eating less, developing new study techniques, all

involve varying degrees of delayed rewards, for example).

A SUMMARY SO FAR

We can draw two important implications, it seems to me, from

the above considerations of the four behavior change target

areas and the moderating individual differences and behavior

factors:

1. When favorable individual difference and behavior factors

exist, there is probably less need to belabor goal

setting, environment change, and reinforcement planning

than there is when a difficult task and/or low self-

esteem personality are factors. The decision matrix can

be conceptualized in three-dimensional terms, in other

words, and planning strategy based on the sum of the three

considerations: 015
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Favorable conditions mean that self-direction and minimal

external support will likely succeed.

2. But, it should likewise be clear from the preceding

discussions that the more complex the task, the more

varied the learner group, and the more diverse the

transfer environments -- the more important it becomes

for individual learners to be responsible for customizing

their own behavior change programs. Only they have

the relevant individual difference and environment

information. Educators simply do not have and usually

can't reasonably get enough information about such

factors as individual self-esteem, past successes,

reinforcement ideosyncracies, perceived task importance,

current environment supportiveness or hostility, to

be able to customize a high success probability program

for each program participant. Yet all these factors

should be considered for each individual (sometimes in

a very structured and externally supportive way) if a

program with meaningful goals, clearly defined base

knowledge and skills, relevant environment management,
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and meaningful and potent consequences is to emerge.

Since educators are limited in the amount and intensity of

individual counseling and program design we can do, but since

at the same time structure may be needed if individual behavior

changes are to occur, the question becomes: how can educators

and learners work together to personalize a successful behavior

change or development program?

The first requirement is that both learners and educators

understand what self-behavior modification involves.

SELF-BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION

Recent literature is full of information about behavioral self-

control. Goldfried and Merbaum (1973), for example, suggest

that self-control can be applied to two. kinds of "maladaptive"

behaviors: emotional and psychological problems, according to

their model, can be eliminated or reduced by auto-suggestions,

self-controlled relaxation (desensitization), cognitive relabeling,

and self-administrated aversive stimuli (e.g., a nausea-producing

anti-alcohol pill). They also suggest that strategies for

developing more adaptive behaviors can include self-managed

environment change, verbalizing that old behaviors are inappro-

priate, self-reinforcing preferred behaviors both imaginally

and through self-administered external reinforcement.

Some researchers opt for more ordered, step-by-step process-

oriented models. Bandura's includes 1) selecting a well-defined

objective, 2) making a social contract, 3) keeping records,

4). altering the stimulus conditions, and 5) adding self-rein-
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forcement to self-control. Kanfer and Phillips (1970)

"instigation therapy" trains learners to become behavior change

engineers. This training centers in self-observation,

evaluating and classifying behavior, planning environment change,

and self-reinforcing.

Still another group A theorists emphasizes the role of cognition

in self-control. They feel that what people say to themselves

is a potent behavior change agent (Meichenbaum and Cameron,

1974). Homme (1965) states that people know what they are

thinking about and can control their thoughts. Ellis (1961) in

"rational emotive therapy" proposes systems for this kind of

self-thought control. Marston and Feldman (1972) suggest that

self-control involves two processes: 1) developing the

cognitive Bet for change by specifying the new behavior and

listing the advantages and disadvantages of changing, and 2)

determining and implementing the controlling responses --

which might include rewards and punishments, emotional role-

playing, contracts, checklists.

There are several common themes in this self-behavior modification

literature that can clarify and unify what the process seems to

involve and that advance behavior theory beyond its old role

as just a problem remedy. It's now ready for day-to-day adult

learning and education design.

There is general agreement, for example, that cognitive processes

(thinking, planning, and the viewpoint of the "behaver") are

key behavior change variables. There is also concurrence that

self-control is a learned skill, a process that can be refined

(11 S
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and planned.

Likewise, many researchers agree that self-control is an

effortful response that only occurs when a learner deliberately

engages in a low probability response in a situation that normally

would elicit another behavior (Kanfer, 1970; Mahoney, 1972). Once

the new response becomes a high probability behavior, self-

control is no longer necessary and ceases to exist for that

response (learning a new behavior in this context is a

process of deliberately developing it to a point where it

is no longer necessary to control it -- that is, where it

becomes a habit activated on cue by the environment or reference

to an internally held standard (Kanfer and Karoly, 1972).)

If behavior change does involve activating low probability res-

ponses and resisting those that are more likely to occur, then

it's easy to understand why so many behavior change attempts

fail -- learners aren't usually aware of the specific self-

control requirements of the early stages of new behavior develop-

ment. Perhaps we ought to tell theml

So, with this in mind -- that self-control is partly cognitive,

is learnable, and both temporary and effortful (but often

necessary) in new behavior development, let's look at the

four processes that self-control subsumes.

Goal Setting. Since only the individual learner has access to

his/her environment and individual difference variables, only

he/she can write a terminal objective that will create that

very important perceived discrepancy between actual and desired
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behavior and that will serve as a meaningful behavior standard

in the natural environment. Others, according to self-control

theory, can only write guide objectives.

Self-Monitoring.. Monitoring behavior change efforts in the

natural environment has many advantages: 1) it gives knowledge

of results to compare with the goal, 2) it seems to cause

behavior change to occur -- even when done without specific

goals. Noone knows specifically why self-monitoring effects

change (Kazdin, 1974), but speculation alternately centers

around the following hypotheses:

-it's a "Hawthorne effect," a function of "being watched."

Attending to the target behavior causes it to occur.

-it's effective because it sets the stage for self-

instruction and goal setting

-it can activate self-esteem and achievement oriented

standards -- when a meaningful behavior is the objective

of the observation, that is.

Self-reinforcement. Since perceptions of what is rewarding vary

among individuals, this is another area that is often most effec-

tively self-determined. This statement requires a qualifier,

however. Self-rewards, whether real or imagined, external or

intrinsic to the behavior, don't occur in isolation. Societies

check and balance harmful behavior and also influence standards

for self-reinforcement via norms, elevating socially accep-able

individuals as models, and by direct intervention (Bandura,

1969 and 1974). Self-reinforcement of desirable behaviors, however,

because it is portable from situation to situation, because it

uses personally satisfying rewards (Cautela and Kastenbaum, 1967,
020
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have designed an inventory that can help individuals identify

preferred reinforcers), and because it usually uses real world

consequences, has the potential for producing more lasting and

generalizable behavior change than externally administered

rewards.

One important point to bring out here is that the frequency and

appeal of self-rewarding behavior seems to depend on 1) past

individual history of self-rewarding (and positive thinking)

behavior, 2) the clarity of the goals and the frequency of

progress monitoring, and 3) the reward patterns and criteria

demonstrated by people the learner accepts as behavior models

(Bandura, 1969). Self-rewards may also require varying degrees

of externally controlled support (i.e., planning help, external

feedback, external reinforcement) depending on the individual

differences and task factors involved. (McReynolds, 1973, for

example, suggests that performance contracting for study skills

improvement in his research would have been more than the

recorded 40% effective if the experimener had intruded goals,

feedback, and rewards in the process.) But total external control

of reinforcement does not, as a rule, seem to produce lasting

or generalizable behavior change (Hovland, Janis, Keller, 1966).

Self-Controlled Environment Change. Relationships between

individuals and environments are reciprocal ones. Individuals

can enhance their chances of success in behavior change

efforts if they minimize environment conditions that will support

old behaviors and block new ones, and if they maximize conditions

that will support target behavior. Since these conditions

vary with individuals, self-control can be advantageousrtip,0 as
4141
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well (Mahoney and Thoresen, 1974).

The Apparent Advanta es and Disadvanta es of Self-Behavior

Modification. Based on the preceding discussion, pure (totally

self-controlled) behavior modification appears to have many

advantages:

-It puts power and responsibility for the behavior change

and development effort close to most of the information.

Only individuals themselves have access to the variety of

environments in which the behavior is expected to occur,

to what they prefer as rewards, to what will be a clear,

dissonance-creating goal for them in their own situations.

-It helps develop an atmosphere of freedom and personal

control rather than compliance. This can help activate

internal standards that can motivate goal-directed acti-

vities.

-It helps keep the learning experience relevant to the

real world. Learners always see information in terms

of application, needed environment modifications, and

probable natural rewards because they set goals based on

their own world perceptions, not someone elses.

-It sets a process in motion that can last over a long

span of time. The learner her/himself is the planner

and the controlling and maintaining agent.

-If individuals become skilled in the mechanics of behavior

change (i.e., can specify when the learning result they

want is behavior change or development, 2) know that success-

ful behavior change requires clear goals, base knowledge

022
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and skills mastery, environment analysis and management,

and outcome analysis and management, and 3) can design

and implement a behavior change plan) then they can use

self-behavior change -- and environmental control processes

anywhere. In view of the quick pace of change today, this

can be a major personal adjustment and control tool.

-A self-behavior modification framework also fits what we

know about how adults learn. Tough (1971) tells us that

over 70% of the adult's learning projects are at least

partially self-planned, for example. SBM can help learners

structure behavior change projects that are more likely

to efficiently catalyze behavior change than programs

based on "willpower" (as adult self-designed -- and other

-- projects often are).

One major disadvantage of a pure self-behavior change model,is,

of course, that learners often don't know enough about the new

behavior they want to develop to be able to set clear goals,

define base knowledge and skills, determine the characteristics

of a congenial environment, articulate the eventual intrinsic

rewards. In short, learners often need to seek out standards

of excellence for desired behaviors and in some cases require ac-

tive assistance in learning project design (Tough).

A second disadvantage of "pure" Self-Behavior Modification

is that it doesn't allow for individual differences in need for

external support (planning, feedback, reinforcement; environment

change, assistance), or for the additional external planning and

support that a difficult new behavior may require.

The question that arises here, of course, echoes a now common 023
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adult education concern: Once you have identified that the

major kind of learning outcome you want is behavior change, how

do you decide who plans the learning experience?

BEHAVIOR THEORY AND ADULT LEARNING PROJECT DESIGN

I would like to propose three possible answers to that

question ("Who plans the learning experience?") -- all based on

the three-dimensional model presented earlier in this paper.

First of all, when individual differences and task factors are

primarily favorable (i.e., when the learner has high self-esteem,

goal commitment, a clear self-perception, etc., and when the be-

havior itself is simple, supported in the natural environment,

etc.), and the learner understands that behavior change

plans should affect goals, base knowledge and skills, environment,

and rewards- -- then a self-designed learning (behavior change)

project is likely to succeed. Favorable conditions also probably

necessitate less external reinforcement.

When individual difference and task factors are mainly

unfavorable (i.e., when individual commitment is low, when

the behavior is complex or difficult, etc.) then, as the

research cited previously indicates, more external support and

planning assistance is probably necessary.

Finally, when individual difference and task factors

are both fzvorable and unfavorable for self-control, or when a

general behavior change plan must be designed for more than one

person (as in an adult education program), then an interactive

model that will provide structure and/or freedom to each indivi-

dual according to her/his needs seems appropriate.
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Since the interactive model represents the category into which

my reading and information handling systems (RIHS) programs

for industry fall, and because it is a design that can be used

in other adult education programs that have behavior change and

development as objectives, I would like to explore it further.

The Interactive Model of Adult Education Program Design. The

interactive design I have used in reading and information

handling programs in industry has included the following:

-An explanation of the importance of seeing reading and

information handling skills development as a behavior

change process requiring clear goals, basic knowledge

and skills mastery, environment analysis and change,

and reward analysis and management.

-Lists of:

.possible behavior change goals for job-related reading

and information handling

.basic knowledge and skills for success in the program

.environment modification suggestions

.common intrinsic rewards of reading and information

handling behaviors (see Exhibit 1)

-Checklist/contracts that help individuals record weekly

goals and objectives in their own words in terms that

relate to their real reading and information handling

needs and materials, and that encourage daily self-

monitoring (see Exhibit 2).

-Weekly written feedback by the instructor centering on

the relationship between individual goals and recorded

applications.
(125
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This is not, of course, the only possible interactive design.

Homme, for example (1970) describes a 5-stage contracting process

that begins with total instructor control and gradually weans

learners to full self-control. Knowles (1967) outlines a 7-step

process of mutual planning that includes 1) creating a structure

for mutual planning, 2) establishing a favorable climate, 3)

3) self-diagnosing needs, 4) formulating objectives, 5) developing

the general design, 6) choosing techniques and materials, and

7) planning the evaluation. The "interactive model" used in

RIHS differs from Homme, however, in that it is one flexible

process (not 5 successive stages with varying but externally

planned ratios of learner and instructor control). The RIHS

model allows for more individual differences at all stages.

The RIHS model differs from Knowles, too, in that it is

specifically applicable to behavior change, not to all forms

of learning.

The Interactive Model has many starting points for research.

For the next few pages, however, I would like to concentrate

on one: the effectiveness of external vs. learner-controlled

rewards.

The Interactive Model and External vs. Learner-controlled

Rewards. In Fall 1974 I decided to investigate the role

that self- and externally-determined rewards can play in adult

behavior change programs. Most of the research I had read

suggested that both reward types produced equal behavior change

and more change than no external rewards, but I wanted to see

if these generalizations applied to )an adult professional

audience. I wanted also to correct for any effects of self-
),

monitoring (inaccuracies of self-reportiAgi "Hawthorne effects").
026 1
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The Situation and Participants. 18 degreed technical profession-

al and 6 non-degreed technical people voluntarily entered the

6-week (21/2 hour sessions per week) RIHS program. Individuals then,

were motivated for the new behaviors and engaged throughout

the program in meaningful (not experimentally contrived) skills.

For the first 4 weeks, the entire group followed the interactive

design procedures previously described. Specifically, the process

included:

-a brief verbal description to the group of the importance
to behavioi change of goal setting, base knowledge and
skill development, and environment change (rewards were
not mentioned at this point and the reward category was
deleted from the contract/checklist), plus a statement
that contracting and daily behavior monitoring via
checklisting would help the skills development process.

-weekly individual contracting and goal setting. At the
end of each class session, participants chose the
techniques, skills, and environment changes they wanted
to try, determined the extra skills practice needed
for mastery, and recorded these -- in their own words --
on a blank contract/checklist

-daily checklisting. Individuals were asked to spend a
few seconds at the end of each day checking off those
contract items they had tried.

-weekly written comments by the instructor about the
checklisted behaviors and their relationships with the
student's overall goals.

Some Insights into Self- vs. Instructor-determined Rewards.

At the end of the fifth class session, each participant iden-

tified an important (to him or her) behavior that he/she felt

was important but hadn't yet mastered. They also described how

they would know that mastery had occurred (e.g., "when I have

mastered skimming I will be able to finish Time in 30 minutes

with an understanding of the main points in all the articles").

This "difficult" (not previously mastered) target then became

the focal behavior for treatment during the fifth week.
027
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After identifying their target behavior for the week, the

group (which now numbered 21) was divided into three groups

of seven:

The Control Grou (no planned reinforcement): left with
Me contract c ec list, instructed to check off behaviors

daily as during the previous four weeks.

The First Experimental Group (El) (Externally determined

reinforcement): This group was promised a $5.00
incentive for target mastery achieved by the next lesson

(one week later)

The Second Ex erimental Grou (E2) (self-determined
rewar s . In -vidua s in t is group determined rewards
and reward schedules that they would give themselves for
successful target behavior performance.

Results.

Control. In th..1 contract/checklist only group, one of the

seven participants (14%) reported mastery of the target

behavior.

El. Two of the seven (28.5%) returning from this group
reported success and claimed their $5.00.

E2. Four of the six (66%) returning learners in the self
reinforcement group reported they had reached their target

objective.

An analysis of the effects of self-mcAitoring throughout the

first four weeks of the program revealed that self-monitoring

lead to different degrees of reported behavior change success

in each group:

Control. This group reported mastery of an average of
71T3-rall checklisted skills through week four (mastery

was defined as "I will use this technique over 50% of
the time in the future -- when it is appropriate to
the situation."

E1. 74% of the contracted behaviors were reported as mastered.

E2. This group averaged a perceived mastery of ,86% of all
tracked behavior through week four.

To determine the effects of the reward treatment it was necessary

to edjust for the past success discrepancies among the groups
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(which could have been due to individual differences in

commitment, to the kinds of target behaviors selected for

contract/checklist treatment, or to differential effects of

self-monitoring). It was hypothesized that if rewards have

zero impact on behavior change, then success factors of 14.2%

and 17% for El and E2 respectively would correspond with

the 14% control success during week five. Behavior success

under conditions of externally determined reinforcement exceeded

predicted levels by 14.3%, however, and cucceqs under self-

determined reinforcement surpassed expectations by 46.6%.

Conclusions about Self- and Externally Determined Rewards

In This Behavior Change Situation:

-According to this data, external rewards -- both self-

determined and externally determined -- do appear to

increase the probability of success in behavior change

efforts of adult professionals, and seem to be more

effective than self-goal setting and self-monitoring alone.

-Self-determined rewards appear to be more effective and

are perceived more positively than externally determined

reinforcement, but, again, individual differences and

the nature of the target skill moderate the effects of

reinforcement. Questionnaires administered after the

RIHS program ended showed that perceptions of the

external reward ($5.00) ranged from negative (2 in the

El group described the reward as "manipulative") to

neutral (3 felt it had no effect), to positive (2 des-

cribed it as an incentive and a memory aid Ethese were

the two who mash ad the skills and received the ss.oaD. (29
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Noone in the self-administered reward group reported

negative perccvtions of that reinforcement system, on

the other hand. One felt it had no effect, and five

reported positive reactions to the self-determined incen-

tive.

BACK TO THE CENTER

I have been suggesting throughout this paper that when behavior

change and/or development are the primary targets of a learning

effort, we (and the learners themselves) should recognize:

-that learning projects keying in on behavior change and

development require different strategies than programs

aiming at knowledge acquisition or values change

-that there is a usable behavior change and development

technology that suggests we key change and development

efforts to goal setting, base knowledge and skill development,

environment change, and reinforcement management

-that the optimal amount of external support and planning

varies depending on the people and behaviors involved

-that there are many reasons why adult learners should

design -- or at least help design the behavior change

program

-that the interactive program design proposed in this

paper both structures the learning experience according

to behavior theory guidelines and allows individuals

to personalize goals, environment changes, and reward

systems
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-thai adult learners will -- at least according to

these findings -- self-reward -- and that they find

self-rewards more pallatable than externally determined

reinforcement.

Behavior theorists have discovered, it seems to me, some

natural laws that underly human behavior development and

change. It will be unfortunate for adult education if

in our fear of behavior modification's potential manipulative-

ness we don't see the contributions it can make to program

design and to self-designed learning.



EXHIBIT I

THE 4-COMPONENTS OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE
And the Design of the Reading and Information Handling S stems Pro ram

MENTAL SET AND GOALS
-Clear perception of real vs. desired skills levels
through:

.tests

.setting specific weekly goals
-Clear perception of possible goals, techniques, and
the specific practice that is necessary to achieve each
result

- Clear perception of the advantages and disadvantages of
each skills development effort

-Clear perception of your own goals and progress

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
-----RHOwledge

-What you need to read
. to do the job
.to keep developing

-The difference between information handling, learning
-How your own reading materials are structured
-What determines optimal rates
-What information is available in print
-Why the skills work and how to use them

Skills
--=Igging more relaxed in reading and learning

- Surveying and prioritizing
-Clarifying needs and eliminating material that is

irrelevant
-Centering and controlling attention
-Setting up an environment that All support efficient,

relaxed reading
-Skimming for main points
-Reading at optimal rates through

.pace-reading

. pace-scanning

.patterned eye motions

.unit pace-checking
-Marking for organized reading and improved retention
-Note-taking for reading, listening and planning
-Discovering underlying bias and values
-Making learning from reading make a difference in your
behavior

-Remembering the main points and details you need to
remember

ENVIRONMENT
-Peop lee

- ecretary can screen and organize
-Others who pass material on can be shown marking tech-
niques

-Alert others to marking methods, etc.
-Explain specific goals to others (e.g., to go through
and sort in-basket in 15 minutes)
-Arrange competition with someone who is taking the
course
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Exhibit 1, page 2

-Places, things, events
Have books and materials handy that relate to each
project as you work on it
-Arrange furniture to minimize distractions
-Schedule times for in-basket reading
-Schedule times for reading low priority materials
-Have pencils, note cards, important files, and often
used reference materials within reach

-Set objectives and schedule time for reading books
and articles that can help you learn new things

-Set time limits for mastery of specific new reading
behaviors

-Check lighting
-Set up a book prop
-Get visual control of the environment by clearing off
the top of your desk

-Put up signs to remind you of important techniques
-Put the checklist in a visible spot
-Revise in-basket filing method
-Have secretary bring in mail a stack at a time
-Be overly systematic during the duration of the course

REWARDS

-Checklist
-Specify your own rewards and reward schedules
-Instructor feedback

-Intrinsic
-Feeling of accomplishment because of covering material
more efficiently
-Less strained, more relaxed reading
-More note-taking options
-More flexible, active reading -- more satisfying and
controllable
-Good feelings from finishing more books and articles
that can help you learn and develop
-Each technique, once it is comfortable, can have its
own intrinsic satisfactions
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NAME

WEEK

RIM WEEKLY CONTRACT

Check
ENVIRONMENT CHANGES

when
day
1

you
day
2

have
day
3

made
day
4

changes
day
5

day
6

TECHNIQUES TO USE ON THE JOB day
1

day
2

day
3

day
4 5

day da6 y

SPECIAL WORK (FOR SKILLS SHARPENING
AND UNDERSTANDING INFORMATION
HANDLING AND LEARNING THEORY) day

1

day
2

day
3

day
4

day
5

day
6

REWARDS day
1

day
2

day
3

day
4

day
5

day
6
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